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Another eventful year!! As a club we have had some
highs and lows this year with our Thursday club nights
and themes being extremely busy. Sadly, in August this
year we lost one of our most treasured lead riders, John
Sedgwick who will be greatly missed by many of us.
Inside this Winter edition we have a number of interesting articles and I hope you enjoy the reading. Once
again, many thanks to our valued sponsors and to those
of you who have contributed – your support is greatly
appreciated.
Index :
Bike of the Year
The Long Way Up
Ferrari Day
Brackley Festival
Rio 2016
An Irish Adventure
Rideouts
Misano
Yorkshire Dales

Pg 4
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Pg 12
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Pg 21
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I would like to take this opportunity of wishing you
all a very merry Christmas and best wishes to you and
your family for the New Year.
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Yet again OMC held it’s annual Bike of
The Year Award between May and August 2016 with 8 preliminary nights before the final.
Unlike 2015 where we had winners of decades, this
year we reverted back to leading manufacturers or
Countries of origin.
Thankfully the weather in the most part was reasonable with only a couple of nights having to be put
back due to rain forecasts.
Yet again Oakley Sports & Social Club kindly put
up £50 food and drink vouchers for all the 8 theme

night winners and a further £50 voucher for the
overall winner.
We were joined on some theme nights by other
attractions particularly Jon Railton bringing over his
couple of race bikes. Jon races in the Ducati Tri-options Cup one of the BSB support races and had a
successful season in 2016.
Also we were joined by the BMW Wollaston Motorrad team for the BMW night who not only bought
across a selection of the latest BMW metal to test
ride but also added a few prizes for that nights winner.
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The biggest night was the American theme night
which was also the Hot Rods and Dragsters night
and resulted in several dragsters coming along, some
who fired up to rattle the eardrums and over 45
quality hot rods and classic American and British
motors on the field. Couple that with over 250 motorbikes turning up and many of the Oakley villagers,
it was some night.

erda 1200 Mirage
Italian – 1980 Lav

– Graeme Newell

The winners were:

British – 1970 Bonneville – John Coope

r

American

– Harley D

avidson –

Jason Pric

e

Suzuki – GSXR Rizla Rep - Dave Arch
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Yamaha – 1979 400E – Kevin Martin

Honda – 1978 CB
200 Café racer
built by
Stan Bull

The overall winner for 2016 was John Cooper and
his immaculate 1970 Triumph Bonneville who was
presented with a further £50 voucher and the OMC
Bike of the Year Shield.

Kawasaki – 198

4 GPZ900R – Ga

ry Kane

We will be holding this again next year so watch
this space!
kie Galka
BMW – R90S - Dic
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Britain’s Most Unique
Enfield Store

Clothing, Accessories,
Demo Bikes & More !!

Quality Used Bikes
In Stock
WE BUY QUALITY
USED BIKES FOR
CASH !£!£!£
Time Served Professional
Mechanics. Tyres, Service
MOT & Repairs
OMC Discounts!!!

01933 665403

Northants NN29 7NH

www.cooperbmotorcycles.co.uk
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Touring bikes these days are a lot like
modern trucks.
No seriously they are! Think about old trucks for
a second, old fashioned gearbox’s & slower, louder
engines on chassis that offered all the comfort of a
wooden cart. By contrast modern trucks are mobile palace’s that waft the driver along in slickly suspended air conditioned comfort, shifting gear is done
automatically for you & the steering is more like a
modern car than a cart. Question is though, is driving
one a long way as much of an adventure as back in
the day?
Bikes are the same too.
Riding a modern tourer a long way is easy & of
course great fun. The technology is good but if it
makes it easy to ride fast (& so you often do) – is
that always a good thing?
Won’t it eventually mean automatically travelling long distances at high speed? How will you see
anything? How will you experience real adventure if
your just moving at speed from A to B & everything
between is a blur? Isn’t that dangerous? Won’t that
become a little boring?
Small single cylinder bikes are known for delivering

big fun in small doses – but can they cope with big
distances?
This month an intrepid group of 11 rode 1288
miles in four days & 9 of us were on single cylinder bikes all around 500cc. And what a great trip it
was! It was great because riding those little bikes all
that way made us all feel like kids again! Our average
age worked out to be very late forties & between us
there isn’t a continent we haven’t ridden on & barely
a brand of big bike that hasn’t been owned by at least
one of us yet it was this trip on these bikes that we
all agreed we enjoyed the most. “The most fun I’ve
ever had on two wheels” is just one quote.
Our trip started at Cooperb M’cycles Ltd in Easton
Maudit Northants & took us all the way to Ardnamurchan which is the most western point in main
land Britain & back. None of the route was direct &
most of it was by the best & most twisty A & B roads
on the map. Meticulously planned, the route delivered riding heaven & Scotland is perfect for bikes.
Some of the roads were so tight that it doesn’t take
much to close them. However, in rural Scotland –
even the detours were great fun!
We used two ferries & passed through tiny ham-
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lets & along the edge of the West coast so close to
the sea that we could smell the beach for hours on
end. We used B roads so remote we were chased
by dogs, scowled at by huge cows, leapt at by sheep
& ignored by goats. We rode through torrential rain
on day one & through gale force winds on the last
day (Otherwise the weather was great!) We dodged
gravel and diesel on the road, took in some of the
finest views on the planet & loved every minute.
The mix of bikes was pretty good too.There were 4
Royal Enfield Continental GT’s, 2 Bullets & a Woodsman, a new SWM 445 Café Racer & a Mash Roadstar.
Our 9 single cylinders where joined on the way up by
a BMW R1200R & a Triumph Tiger.
What was interesting was the inevitable comparing of the Continental GT & the SWM as they are
both Café Racers. For pottering around there was
not much between them, similar riding position & so
on. However, when ridden more enthusiastically we
found that performance wise, the SWM was faster
than the standard GT’s and a match for the two GT’s
that had the full hot up kits fitted (– but not really any
quicker.) Any slight advantage in outright top speed
was irrelevant due to the GT’s better use of its gear-

box. It seems to be able to hold on to its gears for
longer before needing to change up. Ride wise the
handling is evenly matched & both bikes love to be
ridden hard but comfort wise the SWM definitely
has a better standard seat. One of the GT’s had a
deluxe gel seat which was superb! When the rain fell,
the block tread pattern of the SWM’s tyres which
look like actual full wets were a joy. Stable & full of
confidence this bike danced from puddle to puddle
& laughed in the face of standing water & wet white
lines. Interestingly, one of the GT’s also faired well
in the wet on Michelin’s – but the bikes shod with
the standard Pirellis where not quite as happy. An
easy way to improve the GT for year round riding is
swapping the tyres, we decided.
Most agreed the GT looked more traditional &
sounded way better too. Whether traditional looks
are better is down to personal taste but the GT certainly turned more heads & although the SWM is still
a very pretty bike it didn’t provoke the response the
GT did from random passer’s by.
Winner of this was close but as the GT is a Royal
Enfield it means you can change or fine tune just
about all of it & that swings our vote that way. If you
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want unlimited fun, something beautiful to look at &
a never ending Christmas gift list – buy the GT. It’s a
hoot. If you just want to be different then maybe the
SWM is well worth a look.
Equally, comparing the RE Bullets to the Mash was
always going to happen. This though was not such a
close fight.
The Mash never felt great. It was a lot more at
home when the pace dropped to bimble mode &
it was dry. But over 65 MPH it often seemed to be
struggling to keep up. Handling in the dry was OK
but not great but then in the rain felt very nervous.
It doesn’t sound as good as a Bullet either. Again the
choice of accessories for the Bullet is endless & one
of ours has a sports pipe which sounded great! The
Woodsman is also basically a Bullet wearing a accessory kit that dresses the bike as a trail bike. This
also makes you feel (& no doubt look) just like Steve
McQueen!
The Bullets seemed happy at 70 MPH & will see 75
to overtake even 80 + eventually given some time.
The handling is sweet & you can do some pretty serious “bend swinging” (as it’s most enthusiastic rider
called it) & in all the bike amazed its owners with just
how good it was. Given that all the bikes did the entire journey fully laden, the pace was quite hot & the
Bullets were surprisingly good as “Sports tourers”
One of the Bullets was ridden by a young Australian
who joined us for the ride before continuing his ride
to home through Northern Europe, Russia, Mongolia
& possible China. He said it was an easy decision to
choose the Bullet for this trip. After seeing him ride
the thing I’ve no doubt he will love every mile!

When it comes to looks the Bullet wins here too,
although the Mash takes its styling from a different
decade - fact is it’s a copy. It’s pretty & so I guess
that makes it a good copy but the Bullet is the genuine article. In fact, it’s the world’s oldest constantly
produced motorcycle! Like the SWM, the Mash is
certainly different, but the Bullet makes you go a little
gooey when you see it, even if you don’t like bikes- it
will make you think & in terms of ride it does knock
spots off the Mash. Easily – the Bullet wins.
So the most interesting comparism comes last.
How did the singles compare to the big Triumph &
BMW?
Obviously the big bikes had loads more power
& much bigger seats for a start. Performance wise,
there is no competition – on paper at least. But the
truth is through the B roads neither could keep up
with the RE GT’s or the SWM. When the silly stick
was properly shook they were just too big & heavy
to match the pace. Only when the roads opened out
brute force was able to blast them along a straight
back on the coat tails of the flying singles. Of course
on the bigger open roads where they had room &
time to pass on the gas (& when they could maintain
3 figure speeds) - they were gone.
But here’s the rub, 3 figure speeds are illegal, and yer
Mum wouldn’t like it! If you come back from a blast
on singles with us during which we didn’t exceed 90
MPH it almost sounds saintly - AND it’s more fun.
There were times during that trip when the pointy
end of the group went off for 20 minutes of sillyness,
this more resembled a Moto 2 race than a group of
middle aged men touring. Yet if we had been on big
bikes capable of much higher speeds we
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probably would have had even more sessions of sillyness that would have been easier & so lasted for
say 30 minutes. Over the entire trip thats a lot more
time spent pushing your luck.
The other thing we agreed was that it is ONLY
these back to basic bikes that deliver back to basic
thrills. Riding these bikes takes you straight back to
your youth & you feel more enthusiastic & more invigorated than on any other bike. You’re riding with
pals rather than associates & having banter rather
than conversations - all delivered straight from the
enthusiasm generated by such endearing machines.
So yes we could have done this trip on Adventure
bikes,Tourer’s or even Sports bikes. But we all agreed
that this was better. Not quite as comfortable - but
safer, more fun & way more memorable on the singles.
Already plans are in place to do it again on the same
bikes next year. I don’t know if I will be able to go
or not, I hope I can as I really don’t want to miss it.
One thing I do know for sure is that this journey will
be measured by memories & you don’t need a rider
modes or even a digital trip meter for that!
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Once again both Milton Keynes Advanced Motorists (Bike Section) and Oakley Motorcycle Club made a visit to see
a remarkable collection of Ferraris and
other classic cars.
As usual we all met at Barry Hampton’s lovely
house at Stewkley nr Leigton Buzzard and then were
taken a few miles down the road to meet up with
Barry T and his wife Nessey who would be our hosts
for the next few hours.
Barry H did a splendid job of helping to describe
the cars, their history and also the memorabilia with
great humour and vigour with interjections from
Barry T.
Since our last visit there have been a number of
changes made to the collection. Firstly, with a replica
of the first ever motorised car, built by Mercedes circa 1885/6. These modern replicas were made again
by Mercedes to show off in their top showrooms
and were so successful they built more.
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Another newcomer is the latest Ferrari which BT
bought new – This is the spectacular 2016 Ferrari
448GTB, which has a 3.9 litre 90o V8 engine developing 597 horse power and 561 lb-ft torque. I’m assured it is the quickest car in the stable! For those

who have not been before there are another 9 Ferraris including an F40 and an Enzo, all in immaculate
condition, and all ready to drive away. It is a really
fabulous collection.

But that is not all folks – there are a couple of Jaguars, a XK150 and a 3.8 saloon both of which have
interesting tales to tell – the XK150 has been driven
all over the United States by the previous owner
and the 3.8 Sedan was owned by Joseph C Bamford
founder of JCB Excavators.
I have to say that one of my favourites is the light
weight AC Cobra. This is a genuine Cobra with less
than 1,600 miles on the clock. Sadly, due to a small
technical fault, we were not treated to the sound of
this V8 beast starting up and running, but I can assure
you that there is not much better sound to be heard
in the motoring world.
Another newbie for most of the visitors was a
beautiful Rolls Royce. The engine and chassis being
built in the UK but the body being put on in New
York and hence it is a “left hooker”. As you can see
from the photograph it is in beautiful condition for
its age and is shortly to be used in three films being
made by Warner brothers. I hasten to add the stars
are not the ones standing alongside!
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Other vehicles in the collection include an early
Corvette with a 4 Cam 332 valve V8 engine.The fastest production car in the world when it first hit the
road! An early VW Golf GTI with a coach built interior and a lovely Fiat 500 in bright red!
What a collection and there was also loads of F1
memorabilia all over the four garages plus more
great cars.
I think we all had a great time and again a big thanks
to Barry Hampton, Barr T and Nessey and her helper
for providing excellent food and drink throughout
the day.
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“I can highly recommend a
holiday with Bike
Normandy, it’s about as
stress free as any
motorcycle event could
possibly be; you’ll love it.”

Derek Brown
Oakley MC – Aug 2014

Short Breaks & Longer European Tours since 2003
E-mail; info@bikenormandy.com

Tel from UK; 0033 233 350065
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Brackley Festival of Motorcycling just
seems to go from strength to strength.
It celebrated its eighth running this year
and OMC has been there with a club stand
for them all, bar the first and even then
we had members attending!
The format has not really changed over the years;
why would you alter a winning formula? There was
the usual great mix of exhibitors with static and running displays of historic competition bikes, off road as
well as road racers, along with some familiar names
to ride them.
In addition there was a wide variety of commercial
stands where all of the major bike manufacturers had
static displays of their current wares plus there were
plenty of non-bike stalls and entertainments to keep
all of the family happy.
The main attraction was undoubtedly the opportunity to see and hear some famous, and not so famous, racing motorcycles, new and old, being given a
good thrashing up and down the main high street of a
quaint old English market town. Where else can you
go to witness such a sight and all sanctioned by an
enthusiastic local authority who have the imagination
to allow the event to happen?
There weren’t quite so many well-known riders
this year compared to some previous occasions but
that didn’t detract for a moment. Here was a chance
for petrol heads and the vaguely inquisitive to im-

merse themselves in all things motorcycling with the
ability to get up close and personal with man and
machine in a way that is not often possible in these
days of corporate hospitality. Red Line KTM with
their Moto3 machines, Buildbase BMW with their
rider Richard Cooper, George Beale with his superb
new build Benelli and Honda and True Heroes with
their rider Murray Hambro all had a presence at the
show, fantastic.
And the thrashing wasn’t confined to the road racers either; the off road fraternity gave their steads a
good workout on their display area with the likes of
Steve Colley taking part too.
There was a really healthy mix of club stands to
choose from too, which is where we come in. There
were clubs for many makes and models, Harleys to
Hondas,Yamahas to Suzuki and if you felt so inclined
you could get engrossed in one “train spotters” style
conversation after another, anoraks optional! For
our part we had a steady stream of interested passers-by enquiring about OMC, where we were and
what we got up to and I’m sure we will have gained a
few more welcome members as a result.
All in all an excellent day was had by everyone and
I’m sure the organisers of the event should be well
on the way to matching their previous year’s figure of
£30,000 plus raised for charity. A thoroughly worthwhile day. Look out for it next year around the middle of August. If you are really lucky you’ll miss seeing
Geoff Prentice’s new underwear…
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The media hype prior to the Olympics
was fever pitch about Zika virus, water
quality, safety, transport etc, but what
transpired had no effect on the games.
The Paralympics were about No Money left in the
pot, ticket sales, it’s not going to happen, will the people of Rio and Brazil take to the Paralympics?
What I saw will stay with me forever - I loved it!

The local ‘Carioca’ people were the most friendly, hospitable and passionate nation I’ve ever been
around. The games happened and were a huge success because of them, they turned up in there thousands to watch every sport and support. They took
the Paralympic movement to there hearts and over
2 million people got it, they understood the trials
and tribulations, they admired the performances and
were inspired by the determination. It was humbling
to hear them say, ‘you have all changed our lives, we
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will not look at life the same ever again.’ It was
powerful stuff, these athletes sent a message that will
be spread across the whole of South America and
provide a lasting legacy of the games just like it did
in London 2012.
ParalympicsGB were among the best prepared,
developed and supported national organisation out
there and the performances proved that with historical medal achievements. Their are no weekend
warriors any more in the British Team, you can’t just
turn up because you have a Disability and expect to
be a Paralympian, this is now a profession and a full

time obsession. The back stories on these athletes
are sometimes incredible, but the athletic prowess is
phenomenal and this is what I Love about the Paralympic games.
It was an honour to be out there in the middle of
the celebrations and part of the successful Channel 4
Team in Rio. My role changed daily, from emotional
high energy interviews with medalists straight after
the event, even before family members got to congratulate them, to consoling others and being that
shoulder to cry on - trying to choose my questions
carefully? Interviewing the IPC President Sir Philip

Craven, was nerve racking. Covering nine different
sports (more than any other reporter) and having to
know everything about everyone was a huge challenge for my tiny brain and crap short term memory.
Studio time with JJ Chalmers and Sophie and in the
park with Claire Balding was amazing, although I’ll
never get used to wearing make-up! From the first
night it was all a little surreal, nearly wetting myself
sat in the front row watching the ‘Last Leg’ live was
hilarious - to Sat in the pool the day after closing
ceremony nursing a stinking hangover, surrounded by

the rest of the on screen talent and chatting with
the awesome RJ Mitte from Breaking Bad was just
another crazy day in the office!
To play a small part and work alongside nearly 400
members of staff from Channel 4 who put together
over 700 hours of TV is something I’m really proud
of!
Bring on PyeongChang 2018 Winter Paralympics!
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Club member David Jordan takes his 25-year old
BMW K100RS for an early summer jaunt across
the Irish Sea to visit the birthplace of transatlantic
passenger flight, nestling in one of Ireland’s most enchanting locations.
The small port of Foynes on the southern banks of
the river Shannon in county Limerick may seem an
unlikely place for the early transatlantic airlines to
choose as their gateway to Europe, but it was here
that aviation pioneer Charles Lindberg - then working as an advisor to Pan-Am - recommended back
in 1938.
Unlike the mighty airliners of today, the slow, lumbering, though luxurious, Flying Boats of the 1930s
barely had the range to cross the Atlantic from Newfoundland, and the west coast of Ireland was as far as
they could safely fly in a single hop. Having crossed
‘the pond’ wealthy passengers including stars like
Humphry Boggart, Gracie Fields, Bob Hope and Yehudi Menuhin would transfer to smaller land-based
aircraft to complete their journeys to the UK and
elsewhere in Europe using the fledgling Shannon Airport a few miles away.
Today the Foynes Flying Boat Museum, based in the
original terminal building, tells the story of those pioneering days of transatlantic passenger aviation and
provides an excellent excuse to visit the Emerald Isle
and experience all this beautiful country has to offer.
I’ve known my 1991 BMW K100RS since it was
three years’ old and despite its age it’s still fun to ride
and, in my opinion, still looks good in the queue for
the ferry. Quality, they say, never goes out of style!
Irish Ferries’ high-speed craft ‘Jonathan Swift’
crosses the Irish Sea from Holyhead to Dublin in a
little under two hours, and on a relatively calm day at

least, it’s the best way to travel. If you haven’t been
to Dublin for a few years you’ll be surprised by the
amount of traffic in and around the city. The Celtic
Tiger brought a period of prosperity to Ireland, but
with it came the trappings, and the M50 that encircles Dublin is as hectic as London’s M25.
Thankfully, once away from the capital the atmosphere of old Ireland begins to return and the heady
scent of peat fires hangs heavy in the air. I’d set my
satnav for Limerick using the scenic route setting, but
as the sky drew darker and the first spots of rain
splattered on my visor I switched to the M7, opened
the taps on the old RS, and sped down the now deserted motorway. For the next few weeks I expected
the bad news to arrive in the post!
After drinking many pints of Guinness and trading
yarns with my four new ‘best friends’ in a dimly lit
pub in Limerick, I hit the sack to dream of blue skies
and empty Irish roads winding into the distance on
the way to the museum at Foynes. Sadly I awoke to
leaden skies and fine misty rain – the Irish call it a
‘soft’ day I believe. Nevertheless I enjoyed the 20mile ride along the N69 and soon the tail of a Boeing
B314 Flying Boat, the pride of the museum came into
view.
I’d arranged to meet my friend Dave and he was
waiting for me as I rode into the car park. Dave is
a former neighbour of mine who moved to Ireland
a couple of years ago from Ampthill with his young
family to start a new life away from commuter land
and a life in front of the telly.That night I stayed at his
house near Galway, a detached semi-mansion in five
acres of land that Dave and his wife Julia bought for
the price of a small semidetached in Bedfordshire –
food for thought.
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After paying our 11 Euros we watched a film narrated by Hughie Green (remember him?) about how
Foynes became an aviation hub in the years just before and during the second-world-war and how the
Flying Boats operated by Pan Am and BOAC - the
forerunner of British Airways - used the port before
the completion of the tarmac runway at Shannon
Airport. The museum houses artefact and memorabilia from that bygone age including radio equipment,
uniforms, menus and even wreckage from one unfortunate plane that crashed on a nearby mountain, its
pilot disorientated and blinded by fog.
The highlight of the visit is the replica of the Boeing
B314 I’d seen when I arrived. The Boeing was the
largest and most luxurious Flying Boat of them all
and although none of the original planes have survived this impressive replica gives visitors a first-hand
taste of what it would have been like to fly in them

both as a passenger or a member of the crew.There’s
even a simulator where you can try your hand at being a pilot – after having a go myself I decided to stick
to motorcycling.
We spent several hours looking around the museum and eating in O’ Regan’s café next door before
leaving for Dave’s house and another pleasant evening with the Guinness.
I spent the next two days enjoying the quiet winding roads of Ireland, stopping off now and then to
take in the landscape and breathe the clean Irish air.
Soon it was time to head back to Dublin and the
ferry back to Blighty. It had been a great trip and the
RS performed faultlessly over the four-day 900-mile
journey. If you’ve never been to Ireland, or even if
you have, the Flying Boat Museum is well worth a
visit. Just remember to take your waterproofs!

I must admit the OMC ride outs were a
bit thin on the ground through this year.
This was largely due to the number of leads/tecs
available and the sad loss of one of our very active
leads namely John Sedgwick who will be missed
greatly.
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However, I am pleased to say that we have three
new leads and one new Tec joining us for 2017 along
with some past masters re-joining us.This brings our
total available to seventeen and this will hopefully give
us a better spread of varying distance and ride levels to be on offer through 2017. Rather than put set
dates down on the calendar with TBA against them
we will add dates to the calendar once the Lead rider
has confirmed the details SO PLEASE CHECK THE
CALENDAR on a regular basis. I would like to say
a BIG THANKS to all the lead and tecs that helped
throughout 2016 and of course to all you members
that have joined in. Let’s look forward to some great
routes and get togethers in 2017 and some nice
weather to go with them would be a bonus.
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In 2015 five of us went to the San Marino
Grand Prix to see VR46 on home ground.
The trip was fantastic and so we repeated
it this year.........except with 25 people!
As many of us were time limited for the weekend,
the majority adopted a fly-away method to get to Italy, provided by Mr Ryanair, but just about every mode
of transport was utilised somewhere along the line,
including Josef and Dana on their trusty BMW GSA.
The Cattolica hotel, whilst selected to be both
within walking distance of the Misano circuit and
close to the seaside, was actually selected just about

at random but we fell on our feet as the hotel owner,
Raffaello, is a mad keen Rossi fan. Indeed, when we arrived he was bubbling over to show us his toilet rolls,
yes toilet rolls............one with pictures of Marquez on
it and the other with Lorenzo’s!
He didn’t actually use them for their original purpose but simply hurled them at the TV (which was
permanently on the MotoGP channel) in the hotel
lounge when something happened that he didn’t appreciate, like Marquez overtaking Rossi for example!
Most people used the Saturday to do their own
thing. Some of us joined Phil and Chris who had ar-

ranged a cultural visit to the Principality of San Marino whilst Dickie and Dave M walked up to the circuit to watch qualifying.
Bryan and Julia, Keith and Bernie used a local cab to
go to Tavullia, Rossi’s home village just 10 kilometres
away. Well, they did get there eventually after their
linguistic skills took them to the circuit first!
Most of us spent the early evening around the pool
with a dip being the order of the day for many.
Dinner at the hotel was great; simple Italian cooking but with really good fresh ingredients.....................
and lots of it!
Anna Paula, our waitress, really looked after us well
but boy was she busy!
Race day came and we made the hour long walk up
to the circuit, along with what seemed like 100,000
other fans! The atmosphere was electric and not
dampened by silly unnecessary rules and regulations
we get here in the UK. Bikes are parked just about
everywhere (€5 for the day) and the rules of the
road seem to be conveniently forgotten – just for
one day. But it all seems to work!
As you enter the circuit area, the first thing you see
is the memorial dedicated to Marco Simoncelli, who
the circuit is now named after and who died at the
Sepang MotoGP in 2011.

We had selected the Brutapela grandstand as this
gave great views of the circuit with not one but two
large screens as well, but the main reason was that it
was the official Rossi fan club stand and if you’re going to Misano, why not join in with the total madness
that is VR46!
As always the Moto3 produced great racing with
Brad Binder taking the victory whilst in Moto2 the
local lad, Lorenzo Baldassarri, took the honours. This
race was of particular interest to Phil as the photo
clearly shows!

MotoGP was what the majority of fans were waiting for with much shouting and flag waving every time
Rossi came round. However, Dani Pedrosa eventually
took the victory which was a surprise but in truth,
well deserved.
Monday saw a number of us departing but the hotel had arranged for a wine tasting session at a local
vineyard for those that stayed. A fabulous location
with good wine and food – all free! Clive paid particular attention to the white as can be seen!
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Overall, the visit to Misano 2016 was a great success and one that I think all who attended would
thoroughly recommend.

This year’s annual Yorkshire trip was one
of the best for us - up to the Dales and
Lakes, staying once again in Skipton.
We left Turvey at 9.30am on the Friday taking a
newish route. We had to make 3 u turns during the
journey up but it still didn’t make us late for our arrival at the Craven Heifer, in time for a few beers and
great food - a fitting end to the day.
Saturday saw the ladies ably escorted by Phil Ran-

dell and Steve Emery to check out Skipton Castle
and a few watering holes. That left the rest of the
lads wondering what to do!??! So off we went for a
glorious day of riding on some super fast roads and
tight twisties. A few drinks and an evening in Skipton
made for a good end to the day.
Sunday was a new route up to the Lakes stopping
at the Bluebird cafe on Lake Windimere,Then up the
Honester Pass where Mick swift enjoyed it so much
he did it twice !!!! Lunch was at St Bees sitting in
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T shirts overlooking the Isle of Man in the distance
It was a fantastic weekend with some great weather
for October. The only draw back was losing Michael
Crowe down the Snake Pass on our way home, apologies Michael but glad you got back ok, you know
who to blame !!! Lol
Thanks to everyone who came along ….
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Oakley Motorcycle Club Chairman and Committee
would like to wish all members and their families, a festive
Christmas and our very best wishes for 2017 ….
Thank you all for your support during the year !!
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